
2023 Bish’s RV Memory Calendar Photo Contest Rules & Regulations 
 
No purchase necessary to enter the contest. Purchasing any products from Bish’s RV 
do not give an entrant any special privileges in the photo contest either. 
 
ENTRY DEADLINE: 
 
The contest begins on September 2, 2022. All entries must be received through 
bishs.com/photo-contest by 10.59 PM Mountain Time on September 30, 2022. 
 
HOW TO ENTER:  
 
Please submit photographs and requested information online through our website 
at https://www.bishs.com/photo-contest. You may submit as many photos as you like. 
You must complete a separate form for each photo submitted into the contest. We do 
not accept photographs submitted through the mail. Digital photographs should be 
taken at the highest resolution possible. 
 
Finalists must be prepared to submit an original, unedited digital file if original photo 
submitted is not at requirement standards. Bish’s RV reserves the right to disqualify 
incomplete entries and/or contestants who are unable to submit, upon request, a high-
resolution photograph of at least 300 dpi at 3,000 pixels on the longest side.  
 
You retain your rights to your photograph; however, by entering the contest, you grant 
Bish’s RV (and those authorized by Bish’s RV) a royalty-free, world-wide, perpetual, 
non-exclusive license to publicly display, distribute, reproduce and create derivative 
works of the entries, in whole or in part, in any media now existing or later developed, 
for any purpose, including, but not limited to, advertising, promotions, social media, 
website, shows, in-store displays both print or digital, and etc. Any photograph 
reproduced will include a photographer credit when feasible. Bish’s RV will not be 
required to pay any additional consideration or seek any additional approval in 
connection with such uses. 
 
 
JUDGING & PRIZES:  
 
Photo entries will be judged based on creativity, quality, originality, and composition. 
Photos can be camping memories, outdoor landscapes, wildlife, camping trips, RV 
setup, etc. Photos are preferred to be in a landscape position, not portrait position. Final 
photos chosen do try to reflect as many regions of North America as possible 
depending on the quality of photos submitted. 
 
Bish’s RV will select 14 winners. 13 winners for the monthly category (1 winner each 
month from January 2023 to January 2024), and one (1) winner will be selected for their 
photo to be on the front cover. Only one photo will be selected per month, and an 
entrant cannot win for multiple categories or months. The 13 monthly category winners 



will receive a $75 Visa gift card and 2 copies of the 2023 Bish’s RV Memory Calendar. 
The one (1) front cover winner will receive a $150 Visa gift card and 2 copies of the 
2023 Bish’s RV Memory Calendar.  
 
Bish’s RV will notify winners via the contact information provided at the time of entry and 
will email winners by October 19, 2022; Bish’s RV may disqualify anyone who fails to 
respond to the notification within five business days. All winners will be announced 
publicly by November 1, 2022.  
 
Please do not contact us about the status of entries or judging. 
 
 
ETHICS: 
 
The welfare of a subject and its environment must be placed ahead of the desire to 
capture a photograph. Upon entering the contest, entrants certify that subjects were 
treated with respect and dignity, and that no people, wildlife, or the environment were 
harmed in creating a photograph. 
 
Entrants must submit their original photos and no one else’s. If a photo submitted into 
the contest is thought to be a fake or not original to the photo credit, the photo will 
automatically be disqualified. If a photo is chosen and later a copyright infringement is 
found, Bish’s RV is not responsible for any copyright infringements and the entrant who 
originally submitted the photo is responsible for all legal fees and actions.  
 
 
CONDITIONS OF ENTRY:  
 
All entrants hold Bish’s RV and their respective employees, managers, directors, 
officers, executives, and board members (the “Indemnified Parties”) harmless from and 
against all claims of any nature arising in connection with entrant’s participation in the 
contest and acceptance or use of a prize. The Indemnified Parties are not liable for any 
costs, damages, injuries, or other claims incurred as a result of entrants’ participation in 
the contest or winner’s acceptance and usage of a prize. The Indemnified Parties are 
not responsible for incomplete or misdirected entries, technical or network malfunctions 
or failures, or causes beyond their control. Entrants are solely responsible for their 
entries. Entrants may not submit materials that introduce any software viruses, worms 
or other programs designed to damage software, hardware or telecommunications 
equipment or are off-topic, partisan-political, contain advertising, nudity, personal 
attacks or expletives, or is otherwise abusive, threatening, unlawful, harassing, 
discriminatory, libelous, obscene, false, sexually explicit, or that infringes on the rights of 
any third party. 
 
The contest is void where prohibited or restricted by law. Bish’s RV reserves the right to 
cancel the contest or modify these rules at its discretion. In the event of a dispute 
regarding the winners, Bish’s RV reserves the right to award or not award the prizes in 



its sole discretion. Bish’s RV reserves the right to disqualify any entrant whose entry or 
conduct appears in any way to: inhibit the enjoyment of others; tamper with the 
competition; violate these rules or other applicable law or regulation; infringe on the 
rights of third parties; or act in an unsportsmanlike or disruptive manner. Decisions of 
Bish’s RV are final and binding. 
 
 
 


